High-Priority
Transit Corridors

Operational Enhancements

Assessment
Factors

Transit signal priority (TSP) or a queue jump lane
are investments that can improve the efficiency
of operations for transit at signalized
intersections, which are often a major source of
delay or congestion

ConnectCOS
TRANSPORTATION PLAN FOR A MOBILE COMMUNITY

Taking TRANSIT to the Next Level

Travel time savings associated with
TSP typically range from 8% to 18%;
the transit agency in Portland, OR,
TriMet, reports an annual savings of
$1.67 million due to reduced bus
delay after implementing TSP.
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Bus Queue jump have resulted in
between 5% and 15% reduction in
travel time along a corridor
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Funding for Transit Implementation
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• Efficiency improvements, such as at-grade boarding or mobile
ticketing
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Transit riders may reserve a parking spot within
a designated area in advance of their Rapid trip.
Parking spots may be reserved for riders carpooling
to transit or in need of electric vehicle charging.
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•
Peak-only bus lane
s - dedicated bus lane at peak travel periods and
provide travel lanes, parking, or other uses outside of peak hours
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One 10-foot travel lane can move between 600 and 1,600 people driving an hour.
A dedicated transit lane can move between 4,000 and 8,000 people an hour.
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•
Fill in missing side
walk gaps near transit-stops and stations
• Explore options for providing secure bicycle parking
• Explore micromobility availability and parking/storage options
• Provide wayfinding for people to navigate between modes and to/from Community attractions
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• Dedicated transit lanes separate the transit vehicle from mixed
traffic congestion and are often paired with operational enhancements
like TSP. Enhanced transit modes such as streetcar and bus rapid transit
often include dedicated facilities.

First-Mile/Last-Mile Connections
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• Bus-and-turn lanes (BAT) lanes - the outside curb lanes are for
transit vehicles or right-turning vehicles only. This helps improve
access to businesses and improve transit efficiency.
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Dedicated Transit Lanes/Facilities

Defining
the cities of
tomorrow
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•
Upgr
ading infrastructure and amenities at bus stops, such as
all-weather shelters, lighting, or traveler information

• Mobility hubs provide enhanced amenities, create a seamless
convergence between routes and between modes, and can spur
economic development or redevelopment around the station or hub
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(Mobility Hub Concept)
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The TVN communicates the intent of a roadway as part of a larger network to support
current and future transit and enable informed decision making about investments in the
roadway and surrounding land uses that are consistent with the intent.
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The TVN identifies a future network for enhanced transit facilities throughout Colorado
Springs to provide a vision and roadmap for how we can ‘take transit to the next level’, as
articulated in PlanCOS.
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What is the Transit Vision Network (TVN)

Transit Facility
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Programmatic Funds – City funds allocated through PPRTA to support transit operations
and expansions:
• Transit Fleet Supplement – fund replacement and expansion of transit service vehicles
• Transit Stop and Station Improvements – new or existing transit stops and stations
• Transit Service Enhancements - Studies and service extension/expansion
enhance
ments
Mountain Metro Operating Funds – City funds dedicated to supporting the operations and
maintenance of existing transit services operated by Mountain Metro Transit.
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Federal Grants – The American Rescue Plan Action of 2021 includes $30.5 billion in
federal funding to support the nation’s public transportation system through various
programmatic funding allocations and competitive grants. Some examples include:
• Capital Investment Grants (CIG) - funds capital investments, (heavy rail, commuter
ail, rlight rail, streetcars, and bus rapid transit.
• Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development (BUILD) Transportation
Discre
tionary Grants - funds investments in transportation infrastructure, including
ansit.
tr
• Grants for Buses and Bus Facilities Competitive Program – grants to replace,
habilitate
re
and purchase buses and related equipment and to construct bus-related.
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One 10-foot Front Range Passenger Rail is a transportation investment that would serve communities from
Cheyenne to Pueblo. Federal funding opportunities have brought a new focus on the long-envisioned facility
with Amtrak and other agencies initiating additional work to make it a reality.
While the timeframes for these projects are still being determined, the City of Colorado Springs wants to ensure
that the community is prepared should passenger rail service become a reality.
Mountain Metropolitan Transit and our partners are studying options to locate a passenger rail station in
Colorado Springs. The goal of the Passenger Rail Station Location Study is to identify the optimum location for
a station to provide the best access and highest benefits to the residents of the City and the Pikes Peak region.

Investing in the near-term in a set of
high-priority ‘backbone’ corridors for the transit
vision network can jump start progress towards
the vision and address mobility and economic
development needs that exist today. These
high-priority corridors and the key
characteristics that point to the priority include:

Platte Avenue between Downtown and the Citadel
Mall
• High ridership and proven, consistent demand
• Economic development/redevelopment
oppor
tunities
• Connector between downtown, Peterson AFB and
future
owth
gr areas in the east
Academy Boulevard between PPCC and North Gate
• High current and even higher potential ridership
• North/south connector, including connecting US
AFB
o Fort
t Carson and PPCC
• Economic development/redevelopment
oppor
tunities
Colorado Avenue between Downtown and 31st Street
• Connection between downtown Colorado Springs,
Manit
ou Springs, and the community and tourism
destinations
• Support future mobility hub concepts and potential
vehicle restrictions within Garden of the Gods
ark
P
North Nevada Avenue between Downtown and UCCS
• Transit identified as a critical investment to
suppor
t ‘Renew North Nevada’ redevelopment
plan
• Connector between downtown and UCCS
• Provide mobility options to large employers
Penr
ose Hospital, UCCS, National Cybersecurity
Center
, others
Garden of the Gods Road between Centennial Road
and Academy Boulevard
• Provide multimodal options to access the County
vice
Ser Center
• Support future mobility hub concepts and potential
vehicle restrictions within Garden of the Gods park
Fountain Boulevard/Hancock Expressway between
Downtown and the Airport
• Connector between downtown and Colorado
Springs Airpor
t
• Proactively address current growth area with
higher anticipated gr
owth
US 24 between Platte and Woodmen Rd.
• East/west connector to significant future growth
areas in the east

An economic analysis of multimodal
transportation investments including
transit indicate that the Citadel Mall
area could see:

